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Reaction Rates for Dense Matter Burning
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An interesting question in nuclear astrophysics is the fate of post X-ray burst matter. Once an
accreting neutron star has undergone thermonuclear runaway, the ashes of the burst are forced
down into the crust of the neutron star. With increasing density a volume element of matter
undergoes a number of electron captures and neutron emissions, resulting in low mass neutron
rich nuclei. At sufficiently high densities pycnonuclear reactions can set in.
We recently formulated [1] a single phenomenological expression for the calculation of pycnonu-
clear reaction rates which is not only valid in mixed component plasma, but can also be extended
to cover the five stellar burning regimes. Here we use this expression in concert with a dynamic
reaction network code to model the neutron star crust composition at high densities.
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1. Introduction

Pycnonuclear reactions occur in high density matter when nuclei are frozen in lattice struc-
tures. Such matter characterizes the cores of white dwarfs, and the crusts of accreting neutron
stars. While pycnonuclear reactions in white dwarf matter are dominated by 12C and 16O induced
fusion processes, pycnonuclear reactions in neutron star crust matter are dominated by fusion be-
tween very neutron rich carbon, oxygen, and neon isotopes at the limits of stability. In a post X-ray
burst neutron star binary system ashes from the burst are forced deep into the crust by the weight
of freshly accreted matter. With increasing density the remnant abundance distribution is changed
by a host of electron capture reactions and neutron emissions, leading to the effective processing
of the ashes into very neutron rich nuclei in the carbon to magnesium range. Near nuclear mat-
ter densities the nuclei are forced into a lattice, surrounded by a neutralizing degenerate electron
gas. Though held in a solid electrostatic lattice, reactions are still possible due to the reduction of
Coulomb barrier through electron screening, and the overlap of nuclear wave functions between
lattice sites. This type of reaction is highly density dependent, and unlike the more familiar ther-
monuclear counterpart, is not strictly temperature dependent.

2. Pycnonuclear Formalism

Previous work on pycnonuclear reactions has tended to focus more on the simpler case of
fusion between identical particles (see for instance [2], [3] and [4]). We have recently extended py-
cnonuclear formalism for a one component plasma (OCP) to more realistic multicomponent (MC)
environments [1]. Our phenomenological approach factors the reaction rate into two terms, one
completely temperature independent (known as the T = 0 pycnonuclear rate), the other dependent
on T (known as the thermally enhanced pycnonuclear rate).

Following the results of [4], the T = 0 rate can be expressed as,

Rpyc
i j = 1046 Cpyc

8ρXNxix jAiA j〈A〉Z2
i Z2

j

(1+δi j)A2
c

S(Epk
i j ) λ̃ 3−Cpl

i j exp
(
−

Cexp

(λ̃i j)1/2

)
cm−3 s−1, (2.1)

where XN is the total mass fraction contained in the nucleus (≈ 1), xi and x j are the mass frac-
tions of nucleons i and j respectively, Ai (Zi), A j ( Z j), 〈A〉 ( 〈Z〉) are the mass (charge) number
of nucleons i and j, and the average mass (charge) number. Cpyc is a model dependent parameter,
characterizing Coulomb barrier penetration. The density ρ is expressed in g cm−3 and the astro-
physical factor S(Epk

i j ) is in MeV barn. The reaction energy is E pk
i j ' h̄ωi j = αω i jkBT (p)

i j . The main
parameter dominating the reaction rate is λ̃i j , in the exponent argument. It is given by,

λi j =
Ai +A j

AiA jZiZ j(Z
1/3
i +Z1/3

j )

(
ρXN〈Z〉

〈A〉 1.3574×1011 g cm−3

)1/3
. (2.2)

For sufficiently low densities, λ̃i j is very large, strongly suppressing the Coulomb tunneling.
With growing ρ the barrier becomes more transparent and the T = 0 reaction rate increases.
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Following the familiar thermonuclear reaction rate, thermally enhanced pycnonuclear reac-
tions can be expressed as,

∆Ri j(T ) =
nin j

1+δi j

S(Epk
i j )

h̄
rBi j PF, (2.3)

where P and F are are parameters containing the exponent describing Coulomb barrier pene-
trability, rBi j is a dimensional factor, and ni (n j) is the number density of i ( j).

Combining Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.3) gives a full reaction rate expression applicable over a range
of temperature and density, from familiar thermonuclear, to exotic pycnonuclear regimes.

3. Network Simulations of Neutron Star Crust

Post-process network simulations for the fate of matter in neutron star crusts have recently
been performed. The network code is presently developed for including a full network of realis-
tic electron capture (EC) reactions [5] and pycnonuclear fusion. Transition strengths for the EC
reactions have been calculated form Gamow-Teller strengths [6] in a quasi-particle random phase
approximation. Ground state masses have been obtained from the finite-range droplet model. Neu-
trinos are handled by calculating the losses for each transition. The EC rates themselves are calcu-
lated in real time by using a table of electron capture transition strengths, and a fast analytic phase
space approximation [7].

Using a network of ≈ 1500 isotopes, an accreting neutron star nuclear evolution has been
modeled. Realistic X-ray burst abundance ashes [8] were used as the initial starting point (figure
1).

Figure 1: Initial isotopic composition. This composition represents a realistic abundance distribution after
an X-ray event [8]. Initial starting conditions were T9 = 0.25K, ρ = 1.7x105g/cm3.

Evolving the simulation with time, we observe the EC rates quickly processing the rapid proton
(rp) capture ashes from proton rich material to neutron rich matter. Pycnonuclear reactions could
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be observed taking place in the neutronized matter on a time scale of years. These fusion reactions
could represent an important contribution to heating effects in the neutron star crust. As these
reactions depend sensitively on the spacing of the nuclei through the λ Îż parameter, we find the
lightest nuclei (corresponding to lowest Coulomb barrier) start to burn first, at densities of roughly
1− 2x1010g/cm3 for lightest C−C and C−O systems, and 4− 5x1010g/cm3 for heavier C−O,
O−O systems and light C−Ne systems. At densities in the range of 0.9− 1.2x1011g/cm3 light
to midrange Ne−Ne,Ne−Mg, Mg−Mg systems start to undergo pycnonuclear fusion. We also
observe the sensitivity of these reactions to mass fraction, xi, which can result in heavier, (and
even larger Z), more abundant nuclei burning before lighter nuclei are completely consumed. After
a time of 6.1x1010 sec (figure 2) EC and subsequent neutron emissions promote the presence of
free neutrons in the matter. These neutrons could potentially capture on to the lattice nuclei, in a
chain of (n,γ) reactions. Work is currently in progress to investigate the possibility of this reaction
channel.

Figure 2: Abundance distribution after 6.1x1011 seconds. The neutron deficient rp ashes are effectively
processed into neutron rich material.
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